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CUT TO DR AKASH BAJAJ:
YOUR ORTHO PAIN SUPER DOCTOR
You’ve finally achieved your Motion Picture and Television
Dream –you are a Motion Picture and Television A-Lister, or
certainly well on your way—when an injury, or just plain old
“Aging”has resulted in debilitating Orthopedic pain. You are
“Running on Low”, but trying to Keep it on High— so that
you don’t get pulled over on the Motion Picture and Television
Highway—to be forgotten, with another quickly taking your
place. How can you regain your “Industry Stamina,” turn back
the clock, and get relief without time consuming surgery??
Enter Dr. Akash Bajaj, Orthopedist and Pain Management
Specialist, who has made it his life’s goal to help you do just
this. Schooled at UCSD undergrad, then continuing on to simultaneously earn his MD and
MPH at New York Medical College, and complete his residency in Anesthesiology at UCLA
(where he pioneered innovative techniques in the use of audio and visual distractions to help
patients relax during the administration of anesthesia and as a coping technique while experiencing acute pain). It was at this point, that he realized very little attention had been paid to
the acute pain that some patients suffered,—and the ever innovative Dr. Bajaj then proceeded
on to complete a Fellowship in Interventional Pain Medicine at UCSF. What does this mean
to his many grateful Motion Picture and Television patients???…Pain Free, Non-Narcotic solutions for our Industry Orthopedic Ills!
Most recently name to “SUPER DOCTORS”(an honor bestowed on the recipient by their
peers which appears in such well known magazines as LA Magazine) three years running, and
founder and Medical Director of Remedy Spine & Pain Solutions (“Industry Conveniently
Located” in Marina del Rey), Dr. Akash Bajaj has put many a famous Hollywood face back on
the map with his cutting edge medical techniques that help alleviate back, neck, knee, shoulder,
ankle & foot, elbow and wrist pain. His Regenerative Medicine(which goes beyond treating
pain as it arises and actually repairs damage in the body through the revolutionary use of stem
cells and platelet-rich plasma about which we have been hearing such Excellent Results!)and
IV Infusion Therapies, that treat pain resulting from headaches, neuropathy, atheletic pain flare
ups, and peripheral nerve injuries.
Not only is Dr. Akash Bajaj a leader in the Orthopedic Pain Management field—he is also is
touted as a “Motion Picture and Television Secret Weapon” in Anti Aging. Dr. Bajaj’s Vitamin
and Mineral IVs —well known as “Celebrity Favorites,” have given industryites the zip back
in their step and clarity in their mind—and helped them “turn back the clock” both mentally
and physically. From the Myer’s Cocktail for increased vitality to special “Hang Over Remedy
IV’s,”he is definitely our GO TO DOC when it comes to added industry energy, youth and
beauty(Be sure to ask Dr. Bajaj about his “special creation”the “Ultimate Boost” IV—it’s an
Industry Wow!). And we all know that in the Motion Picture and Television Industry it’s Not
HOW OLD YOU ARE but HOW YOUNG YOU LOOK AND FEEL! Dr. Bajaj has partnered
with numerous Motion Picture and Television folks to construct a personal Anti Aging Plan to
keep them in the “Game!”
When asked what he felt made a TOP 10 ORTHOPEDIC DOCTOR, Dr. Akash Bajaj melodiously replied(This kind and charismatic doc has a voice that is not to be believed—he should
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definitely be doing voice over!) “Number 1 is Quality. You must be able to deliver a quality
product that produces successful results. Also Accessibility—we understand the frantic pace at
which the Motion Picture and Television Industry moves. We want to be able to get patients
seen and treated with expediency.
Communication and Compassion are also paramount. We have great empathy for our
patients that are in pain and want to get them out of it as soon as possible. We tailor our
programs to the patient’s needs. We also want to have clarity in our communications with
our patients and realistic goals. A huge component of the healing process is sometimes to
“take it easy”for a while. And, we like to UNDER PROMISE and OVER DELIVER RESULTS.”
And this is exactly what Dr. Akash Bajaj and his team at Remedy Spine & Pain Solutions do
on a daily basis as evidenced by the multitudinous testimonials of his many ecstatic patients!
“Dr. Bajaj is absolutely the best along with his awesome staff at every level and
I have been his client for two years, on and off. I highly recommend him and his
services at every level……His dedication and commitment to help you relieve pain
is unmatched in every respect. And I have been to a ton of doctors in California
and Nevada and he alone is at the top of the list.”
— Alan H. CEO/Chairman, GMT Studios
“Dr. Bajaj has been my pain management Dr. for about 6 months. He is the
best! He treats my pain aggressively. My last Dr. didn’t. His PA and office staff are
friendly and professional.”
— Vivia A.
“I have been a patient of Dr. Bajaj for sometime now and he is such an amazing
doctor. His bedside manner is fantastic and his team is always so welcoming. I have
had two PRP injections by him which has been one of the only treatments which
has helped me…I just want to thank-you Dr. Bajaj for giving me my life back….
Thank-you to the Remedy Pain Solutions Team for always making me feel welcome.”
— Charlie C.
“I went to Dr. Bajaj’s office las week and what a great experience I had! His front
staff was extremely helpful when it came to setting up my appointment, notifying
me of my upcoming visit and advised me on what I should bring for my consult.
Arrived at his office…waited about 5-10 minutes to be seen…Dr. Bajaj explained
to me everything that was going on with my lower back pain, which he was very
knowledgeable about and advised me on some good pain management treatments for
my lower back which have since helped me reduce the inflammation and decreased
my pain! I’ve been to several doctors in the Santa Monica area for the same issue
but with no luck on those! He is great…”
— Natasha B.
Isn’t it time for you to Restore Your Vitality,Turn Back The Clock, Get Out of Pain, and
Back on the A List? Contact Remedy Spine & Pain Solutions, home of Dr. Akash Bajaj at
(310)482-6906. You may also check out their extremely informative website at www.remedypainsolutions.com—and you will understand why we named Dr. Akash Bajaj one of LA’S
TOP 10 ORTHOPEDIC DOCTORS. You too will CUT TO DR. AKASH BAJAJ: YOUR ORTHO
PAIN SUPER DOCTOR!
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